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Bismillah.
For my mother and father,
Nabeel, Ali, Sarah, Daniya, Alina
Fatema and Sabeena,
with love.
For Mark,
for telling me about her necklace.
And for the millions of men, women and children
who were driven from their homes across the world due to
war, violence and persecution.
May you find peace and safety,
Inshallah.
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Yasmina’s Necklace
CHARACTERS
ABDUL “SAM” SAMEE: Early 30s, half Iraqi/half Puerto
Rican Muslim. “Samee” is pronounced “Samee-ah.”
ALI: Iraqi immigrant, Sam’s father. He speaks with a Middle
Eastern accent. Late 40s or early 50s.
SARA: Puerto Rican Muslim, Sam’s mother. She is in her late
40s.
YASMINA: Iraqi refugee in her 30s. Near and dear ones call
her Yasu. She wears a headscarf and speaks with a Middle
Eastern accent.
MUSA: Yasmina’s father. He is an Iraqi refugee, new to
Chicago. Speaks with a Middle Eastern accent. In his 50s.
IMAM KAREEM: The religious leader of the mosque.
African American. In his late 40s or early 50s.
AMIR: Iraqi man in his 30s. He speaks with a Middle Eastern
accent.
MAN: To be played by the actor playing Ali.
OFFICER: To be played by the actor playing Imam Kareem.

PRODUCTION NOTE
The necklace should be a stone with “Iraq” engraved on it.
It is important that the actor playing Yasmina does not sob
through the final scenes of the play. She must find the balance
of her pain and strength. Please, no melodrama.
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AUTHOR’S NOTE
There are almost 65 million refugees and internally displaced
people worldwide, who were forced to leave their homes
because of violence. That’s one in every 122 people. The
number of refugees and internally displaced people has
reached its highest point since World War II.
I write plays because I’m distressed about the world we
live in. With all our technological advances, we still live in
a world where there is too much violence, dehumanization
and ugliness. I spent some time talking to Chicago-based Iraqi
refugees. It was during those conversations that I felt a strong
need to write a play that examines the human cost of war.
My friend saw a woman in a grocery store, a cashier, wearing a
necklace. The pendant was in the shape of Iraq, and inscribed
on the pendant was “IRAQ.” This was at a time when our
country was deep into the war with Iraq, and when I would
ask refugees where they are from, they would whisper “Iraq.”
And yet, here was this woman, with her necklace, and that’s
how Yasmina was born.
Around this time, I was thinking of writing about my best
friend. She is a Latina Muslim who wears the veil and is
married to an Arab. My friend and her husband are a very
funny couple who don’t have kids. I began to wonder: if they
had a son in this post 9/11 world, who would he be? I asked
this question at a time when many Muslim men, due to antiMuslim bias, were changing their names, and that’s how Sam
was born.
Then I wondered, what if Sam meets Yasmina …
Welcome to Yasmina’s Necklace.
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Yasmina’s Necklace
ACT I
Scene 1
AT RISE: ABDUL “SAM” SAMEE, ALI and SARA are
having a discussion in ALI and SARA’s living room.
ALI. Sam!
SARA. You changed your name to Sam!
SAM. Mom, it’s no big deal.
SARA. No big deal! Your father named you! Does that mean
nothing to you? Malcriado!
ALI. If the name I gave him disgusts him, then change it.
What do I care?
SAM. Baba listen—
ALI. I named you after my father! The most important person
in my life!
SAM. I know but I had to change my name. You don’t know
the racism of the corporate world.
ALI. Of course I do!
SAM. I was just trying to get my foot in the door, but with a
name like Abdul Samee Marcario Lopez Hassan, it’s really
difficult, you know?
ALI. Do you think you’re the only one whose name gives
them trouble?
SARA. Osama from down the street. Did he change his name?
SAM. No, but he // always complains about the way people
treat him.
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ALI. // What about brother Saddam? Do you think his life is
easy with a name like Saddam?
SARA. They give him hell at the airport. Hell!
SAM. I’m sure they do, that’s why he should change his name.
ALI. I should have cut you off the day I found out you ran off
to Vegas and married Tracy!
SAM. Why can’t you just get over it!
ALI. Get over it?
SARA. Our one and only child gets married, and we are not
invited!
ALI. My God, it was as if you picked up your shoes and threw
them at me.
SAM. I said I was sorry!
SARA. You humiliated us in front of the entire Muslim
community!
ALI. Everybody knew about the secret wedding except me,
even Jamal knew before me, and he found out on Snapchat!
SARA. Everyone at the mosque was laughing behind my back.
SAM. No they weren’t. Nobody cares!
SARA. People care, trust me, they care.
SAM. Well I’m divorced now, so, you’re prayers were answered.
ALI. We never wanted a divorce for you.
SARA. That’s right. I always tried to be nice to Tracy, but she
was very cold to me.
SAM. Mom, you were never nice to her.
ALI. Look, we have to move on. Imam Kareem called me today.
SAM. I don’t wanna know.
ALI. Let me finish! He wants you to meet a lovely girl from
Baghdad.
SAM. Sorry. But I’m not interested.
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SARA. Her father is a dentist and the imam said they are very
educated and lovely people.
ALI. It’s time to forget Tracy and move on.
SAM. Are you people crazy? My divorce has just been
finalized!
ALI. Perfect! Your divorce has been finalized.
ALI & SARA. Perfect!
ALI. Now is the time to meet new people!
SAM. But I’m not ready!
ALI. Of course you are.
SAM. No, I’m not! One day I have depression, the next day I
have anxiety, I’m a mess. I’m on four different medications!
Don’t you have any compassion for me?
ALI. Habibi! Of course we do.
SARA. Papi, we love you!
ALI. That’s why we want you to meet this young lady and
move on.
SAM. But I’m not ready to move on.
ALI. Listen to me. You had a love marriage, and it didn’t work
out. All I am saying is try—try our way of doing things. It
can’t hurt to try. Please my son, just meet her.
SAM. But I’m not over Tracy.
SARA. Forget about her and trust your parents!
ALI. We know what’s best for you.
SAM. No you don’t, you just wanna control my life!
SARA. You will speak to your father with respect!
SAM. I’m sick of this. I was born in the wrong family. Wrong
name, wrong culture, wrong everything! You guys have
made my life hell!
ALI. You think changing your name will bring you peace, it
won’t. You must know Allah—
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SAM (to himself). Oh my God—
ALI. And to know Allah, you must know yourself.
SAM. I know who I am.
ALI. No, you don’t. You don’t even know your name.
SAM. MY NAME IS SAM! S-A-M, SAM! I don’t want to
meet this woman, and I’m not getting married!
ALI (furious). You humiliated your parents! And now you
can’t do one thing for us. You’re selfish!
SARA. Sweetheart calm down. Have you forgotten that your
father has a heart condition? Look what you’re doing to
him. He’s not asking you to marry her. Just to meet her. Is
that so hard?
ALI & SARA. JUST MEET HER!

Scene 2
(MUSA cleans with a handheld vacuum.)
YASMINA. Why did you have to invite this idiot to our house?
MUSA. Stop it. You agreed to meet him.
YASMINA. I don’t remember agreeing to anything.
MUSA. Yasmina you did. I woke you up and you said yes.
YASMINA. I was half asleep!
MUSA. It will do you good to have some company over.
Always home, always painting, it’s not healthy.
YASMINA. I like to be alone, what’s wrong with that?
MUSA. It’s not healthy. Look, there is a time and place for
everything, and now is the time to think about marriage.
YASMINA. I’m not the marrying type.
MUSA. Every woman is the marrying type! All I ask is that
you meet him. If you don’t like him, fine, that will be the
end of it.
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YASMINA. It’s a waste of time.
MUSA. No Yasu, seeking marriage is never a waste of time.
It’s an act of worship. Allah took Adam’s rib and created
Eve. Alone, man is incomplete, he needs the woman to
make him whole. Maybe you’re his missing rib.
YASMINA. I’m not anyone’s rib!
MUSA. For Allah’s sake, stop contradicting me!
YASMINA. Baba, I just don’t have time for marriage, there
is so much work to be done. My friend Janet, the social
worker, she wants to help me start an organization that will
help refugees, help their children.
MUSA. Rubbish! You don’t have time for all that. The last
thing I need is for you to get into some kind of trouble
again. You’re a magnet for trouble. Yasu, please, it’s time
to settle down.
YASMINA. People are suffering!
MUSA. So what! People suffer in this world. There’s nothing
we can do to stop it!
YASMINA. I don’t believe that.
MUSA. You’re thirty-four years old! If you wait any longer
nobody will marry you!
YASMINA. If I get married, who will take care of you?
MUSA. I can take care of myself.
YASMINA. But you don’t have a job.
MUSA. That’s not my fault!
YASMINA. Baba, I’m not blaming you.
MUSA. No dental office will hire me. They think my
education is worthless. Nobody will hire me! The way they
look at me, as if I’m some dirty terrorist.
YASMINA. It’s OK, Baba.
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MUSA. In Iraq, I was a professional. People respected me.
I was the best dentist in our neighborhood and everybody
knew it!
YASMINA. Don’t get all worked up.
MUSA. The best families in Baghdad wanted you for their
sons. But look at us now. Refugees. Truth be told, the best
families in Chicago would never consider you.
YASMINA. So why are they interested?
MUSA. Well, because their son’s reputation has been tarnished.
YASMINA. Tarnished?
MUSA. He’s divorced. Now they can’t be so fussy.
YASMINA. So you are saying, because I’m a refugee, I have
to marry a loser?
MUSA. Yasu! God forbid. He’s divorced, that’s all. We all make
mistakes. Anyway, I asked Imam Kareem about him, and
overall the imam said he’s loyal, and, he has very nice teeth.
YASMINA. You’re crazy!
MUSA. Trust me, Yasu. A man who never neglects his gums,
will never neglect his wife. Look, It’s a blessing that this
family is considering you. If this boy likes you—
YASMINA. He won’t like me!
MUSA. Why wouldn’t he like my beautiful Yasmina?
YASMINA. Because I’m not normal.
MUSA. Don’t say that!
YASMINA. Do you think anyone in Iraq is normal?
MUSA. We are resilient people, Yasmina. You survived.
YASMINA. Yes, I survived. I survived sanctions, I survived
war. I survived. But I’m not normal.
MUSA. Why are you being so negative? Today is a happy
day! (He stops and stares at her.) Let me look at you. A
black hijab. Are you going to a funeral?
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YASMINA (she touches her veil). What’s wrong with black?
MUSA. Everything. It’s so depressing. Please change it, wear
pink, or something with flowers.
YASMINA. I hate pink. Besides, black represents my personality.
MUSA. Yasu, I’m warning you.
(There is a knock on the door.)
MUSA. They are here! Quickly, go change your hijab.
YASMINA. No! I’m not changing it.
MUSA. For Allah’s sake, you are making me crazy! I’m
opening the door. Sit next to his mother. Don’t be too quiet,
but don’t talk too much either. And for Allah’s sake, smile,
and look happy.
YASMINA. How can I be happy? When my father wants me to
marry a loser. (She exits.)
(MUSA opens the door. ALI, SARA and SAM enter.)
ALI & SARA. Salaam Alaykum! [Peace be upon you.]
(MUSA and ALI hug.)
MUSA. Wa alaykum Salaam! [And upon you be peace.] Come
inside! Please come in. Welcome! Welcome!
ALI. So good to meet you my friend! This is my wife, Sara.
MUSA. How lovely to meet you. Welcome!
SARA. Thank you so much.
ALI. And this is my son Abdul Samee.
MUSA. Welcome young man, welcome.
SAM. This is for you. (He hands MUSA a small bonsai tree.)
MUSA. Oh, it’s a little tree. Shukran.
SAM. Afwan. [You’re welcome.]
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(MUSA places the tree on the coffee table.)
SARA. Where is your daughter? What’s her name again?
MUSA. Yasmina. Let me go get her. Please sit down and feel
at home. (He exits.)
SARA (whispers). Ay, dios mio! How can they live here? My
God look at the ugly paintings.
SAM. They’re so sad.
SARA. I know, right? Sad, ugly paintings!
SAM. No, I mean, they’re sad, in a beautiful way.
ALI. For Allah’s sake, have mercy, they have escaped from war.
SARA. Huh? What did you say?
ALI. Nothing.
SARA. You said, “escaped from war.” You mean, refugees?
ALI. Don’t start, this is why I didn’t tell you—
SARA. Refugees? Well, this is just great. You lied to me.
ALI. I never lied.
SARA. Yes you did. Both you and Imam Kareem lied to me.
He can’t marry a refugee. What will people think? No, I
can’t allow it.
SAM. Then let’s leave now before they come back!
ALI. Those refugees are my people!
SARA. I feel badly for them, but this is marriage, and I have
standards! My son will marry into a good family.
ALI. Sorry to burst your bubble, but none of the good families
want anything to do with your divorced son!
SAM. There he goes again, always throwing it in my face!
SARA. Quiet! Here they come.
(Enter MUSA and YASMINA.)
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MUSA. Here is Yasmina.
ALI, SARA & SAM. Salaamu Alaykum.
YASMINA. Wa alaykum Salaam.
MUSA. Yasu, this is Ali, and his lovely wife, Sara.
SARA. She’s so sweet.
MUSA. And this is Abdul Samee.
SAM. Nice to meet you.
YASMINA. Yes, nice to meet you too.
SARA. Is Imam Kareem here yet?
MUSA. No, he has not arrived yet.
ALI. He should be here soon.
MUSA. Yasmina, why don’t you bring the tea?
YASMINA. Yes, Baba. (She exits to the kitchen.)
SARA. She’s beautiful Masha allah.
MUSA. Let me go help her. Please relax, feel at home. (He
exits to the kitchen.)
SAM (whispers). This is so embarrassing. Get me out of here!
ALI (whispers). It’s too late for that! You agreed to meet her,
now be quiet and act charming.
SAM (whispers). I can’t believe I let you guys get me into
this. After twenty minutes, we’re leaving!
SARA (whispers). I agree. I don’t see a match.
ALI (whispers). Money! That’s all she cares about.
SAM. I can’t marry a girl from Iraq, no offense, but they have
a completely different mentality, it would never work. I’m
an American, and I need to marry an American.
ALI. Hah! May I remind you that your ex-wife was American?
And that ended in divorce.
SAM. I’m not having an arranged marriage!
SARA. Why not?
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SAM. Because it’s backwards!
ALI. That’s funny coming from a divorced man! If you marry
a nice Muslim girl, you will restore this family’s dignity.
SAM. Stop trying to control my life. If I marry again, it will
be for love.
ALI. Real love comes after marriage. Not before.
SAM. This is so embarrassing!
SARA. Shhhhh! Here they come.
(Enter MUSA and YASMINA. YASMINA brings in a tray
with mint tea.)
SARA. Brother Musa, where on earth did you get these crazy
paintings?
MUSA. Yasmina painted them. She’s an artist.
SARA. Oh, interesting.
SAM (to YASMINA). Really? You painted them?
YASMINA. Yes, I did.
SAM. They’re very good.
YASMINA. Thank you.
MUSA. So tell me Abdul Samee, what kind of work do you do?
SAM. Actually, I go by the name Sam.
MUSA. Sam?
ALI. At work they call him that, but his name is Abdul Samee.
SAM. No, my name is Sam. I changed it.
ALI (embarrassed). For his career. The racism in the corporate
world, it’s very difficult for our kids.
MUSA (to SAM). You are Arab! You should be proud.
SAM. Half.
MUSA. Half is still great. Do you know what I always say
about being Arab? Tell them, Yasu.
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